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Primates and its relationship with yellow fever
Opinion

Abstract
The relationship between humans and wild animals is an ancient problem which
is increasing due to the fast population growth, constructing roads, bridges, and
invading the natural habitats of these animals. Problems like this are more evident
when association of disease with wildlife occurs, such as the case of yellow fever in
tropical countries. Primates are sensitive to yellow fever and they are suffering from
human violence due to the lack of information about this disease, i.e., primates are
being killed by humans because humans think that primates could be spreading the
disease. However, primates do not present this condition. Then, the aim this work is
to comment about the relation human-wildlife (primates, in specific) in relation to
yellow fever. In short, to preserve the wildlife and, mainly, primates, actions from
society and government should be implemented to provide information about yellow
fever and to preserve primates.
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Opinion
The beginning of urbanization with the accelerated increasing
of the number of cities and consequently the population in the last
centuries Hobbs1 including the construction of highways, bridges,
generated a constant destruction of the natural habitats of wild animals,
in addition to deforestation and other ecological consequences as
the increase of Arbovirus populations Czech et al.2 Vasconcelos
et al.3 Grimm et al.4 since the human-wildlife conflict is as ancient
as civilization Soulsbury & White,5 Anand & Radhakrishna.6 The
proximity of some cities with forest or part of ancient ones and the
preservation of some part of forests in parks and preservation areas
in cities approximate humans to the wild animals, and the constant
relationship between humans and urban vertebrate such as birds
(sparrows, pigeons, crows), rats, skunks, bats, some primates, has
generated some kind of ecological relation Markovchick-Nicholls7 in
which humans supply part or total feed to these animals Clucas &
Marzluff.8 Some wild animals have no tendency to accept urban life
Lowry Lill & Wong9 and remain in the green area where, for some
reason, increase stress and violence among groups to keep or to obtain
new territories due to the decrease of their habitats Finn & Stephens,10
including primates Ditchkoff & Saalfeld et al.11 Bicca-Marques &
Freitas.12 This proximity seems to be ecologically disadvantageous for
wild animals Messmer,13 nevertheless, the clear advantage to obtain
food. However, humans also feel discomfortable in living close some
animals considered plagues Clucas & Marzluff,8 mainly for rural
habitants Messmer.13
The humans-wild animals relationship generates many
consequences in many aspects such as ecology, behavior,
Parasitology, pathology, since the consequences of these interactions
are unpredictable Messmer13 because, inter alia, the number of wild
animals being used as companions has increased Grant14 and the
number of accidents involving these animals has also increased
Rowden.15 Specifically in relation to primates, most prefers forests in
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habitats usually far from humans, indeed, 90% of non-human primates
are dependent on tropical forests Isabirye-Basuta & Lwanga,16 and
as occur with other animals, the proximity with humans generates
disadvantages and some benefits. Specifically for primates, an
important problem associate to them and involved in the humanswildlife relationship is the yellow fever, a disease that affects humans
in different cycles, the sylvatic for the primates and urban for humans
Costa et al.17 in fact, most vertebrates that host the yellow fever virus
are primates, including humans Herve et al.18 Monath,19 Vasconcelos.20
The relationship between humans and primates in urban areas
is, in ecological terms, recent, therefore, to establish these relations
will take time Odum21 because wild animals coexist better in the wild
habitat, including the cycle of diseases and the cycle of sylvatic yellow
fever in primates is an example Aragao.22 Indeed, repeated epidemic
cycles of yellow fever have been reported in Brazil since long time
ago and almost always using primates as epidemic biomarker due
to their deaths Bicca-Marques & Freitas.12 Indeed, cycles of sylvatic
transmission between monkeys and arboreal mosquitoes occur in
Africa,23 Asia and South America, with recent outbreak present in
these continents Wasserman et al.24
These relations among these regions is historically linked as
consequence of the slave trade, but is accepted that the yellow fever
was originated in Africa. In the humans-wildlife association, the cycle
of yellow fever plays an important role for the primates’ survivor. The
non-scientific information about primates being potential amplifiers of
the disease has led many farmers and some more exalted individuals
of the population to kill these animals using firearms or poisons with
the intention of avoiding the yellow fever propagation, according to
the press, Rodrigues,23 not counting the aggressions and intentional
maltreatment that primates are suffering from the population due to
lack of correct information Vale & Prezoto.25 However, primates keep
the disease from 2 to 6 days and die or acquire definitive immunity,
but this time is not enough to make them amplifiers of this disease
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Hervé et al.18 Bicca-Marques & Freitas.12 The intention of this opinion
article is not to deepen the progress of yellow fever or to discuss the
development of this disease in primates, but rather to draw attention to
the possible devastation in the lives of these primates who have been
forced to live close to humans due to the destruction of their natural
habitats (see comments above). It is evident that human beings in the
organized society are responsible for the destruction of natural habits
of wild animals and the proximity between primates and humans
generates suffering to these animals, then, it is reasonable for the
rational and responsible part of this relationship to fix the problem
caused

Conclusion
In this way, government and society programs that protect animals
are necessary to make people aware and avoid violence against
primates and other animals. Programs for the transfer of primates to
areas far from civilization or to reserve forests are actions necessary
to preserve the life of these animals. Primates are the living history
of evolution and human behavior and need special attention to be
preserved from the indiscriminate destruction generated by the
ignorance of the correct information, and presently, in some countries
like Brazil where the primate variety is large, primates have been
indiscriminately killed by the population due to the recent outbreak
of yellow fever.
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